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CONSTRUCTING THEMEDICAL ELITE IN FRANCE:
THE CREATION OF THE ROYAL ACADEMY OF
MEDICINE 1814-20
by
GEORGE WEISZ*
It is now widely recognized that medical science was dramatically transformed from
the mid-eighteenth to the early-twentieth centuries, while, at the same time, the
organized medical profession came increasingly to monopolize health care in the
western world. Less well known is the parallel shift, during this same period, of
institutionalpowerwithin medicine. At the beginning ofthe eighteenth century, it was
vested inamultitude ofregionalcorporate elites; bytheend ofthenineteenthcentury,
it was wielded by national elites whose power sprang from the control of key
institutions, notably medical schools, hospitals, licensing bodies, and public health
agencies. In England, corporate elites adapted to new conditions and gradually
transformed themselves into an elite of the modern type.' In France, however, this
mutation involved a far greater degree ofdiscontinuity between old and new elites.
Political intervention, moreover, consistently played a determining role, In many
ways, it was the state which created the medical elite and the modern profession of
medicine in France.
This transformation has not been systematically investigated by historians of
medicine more fascinated by the profession's collective appropriation of power,
prestige, and wealth. For the historical actors themselves, however, the question of
institutional authority had been a consuming preoccupation, with profound
implications for the development ofmedicine. This has been as true ofnations where
institutional power isrelatively decentralized, asitisin Francewherecentralization in
nearlyall domains has tended tobreedchronicforms ofrebellion against institutional
authorities.
The transformation ofmedical power in France was a gradual process occurring
over nearly two centuries. The final four decades of the ancien regime were
instrumental in setting thepattern forextensive stateintervention inhealthcare. Even
more fundamentally, the years from 1794 to 1803 saw the establishment of a state
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systemofmedicaleducationandlicensing. Theseseminalperiodswillbediscussedonly
briefly in the following paper, which concentrates on the years 1814-20, duringwhich
the state's role in health care was consolidated and extended in subtle but important
ways by two decisions. First, the governments of the Bourbon Restoration faced a
unique opportunity to transform radically the system of institutional power
constructed by the Revolution and especially the Empire; this opportunity was not
exploited, despite a massive public campaign directed against existing institutions.
Second, the government chose to establish, as the primary instrument of its public
health policy, the Royal Academy of Medicine, which brought together hitherto
separated medical specialities as well as the diverse institutional elites which had
developed since the Revolution. It came to serve as the major advisory body to the
government for all health-related matters; it evaluated medical publications, awarded
prizes, collected and examined epidemiological information, administered smallpox
vaccinations, and supervised secret remedies and mineral waters. The Academy, it is
true, failed in many ways to fulfil initial expectations. Nevertheless, it enjoyed a
remarkable degree of responsibility and prestige.2
Both the maintenance ofthe system inherited from the Empire and the creation of
the Academy reflected the growing determination ofsuccessive governments since the
eighteenth century to expand the role of the state in the fields of public health and
medical care. At the same time, both reflected the intensecompetition among medical
groups, both old and new, for the right to represent this growing state authority. In
reconstructing the eventsleading to theestablishmentoftheAcademy, thisessayseeks
to shedlight on one ofthemajor influences on theevolution ofmedicinein France; the
interaction between administrative centralization and corporate self-interest.
In what follows, I shall first analyse the system of professional and institutional
power that emerged from the dislocation of revolution. I shall go on to describe the
unsuccessful campaign from 1814 to 1817 which attempted to break the power ofthe
new medical elite by affecting a separation between medicine and surgery. Finally, I
shall examine the process which led to the establishment of the Royal Academy of
Medicine in 1820. This process, I shall argue, was in large measure a continuation of
the struggle for medical authority begun in 1814 andincreasingly intertwined with the
wider political struggles of the Restoration.
1. THE MEDICAL DOMAIN
As in so many other spheres, the Revolution of 1789 brought a new degree of
centralization to the medical domain in France. Despite a general movement toward
morecentralized formsofauthority, medicalinstitutions oftheeighteenthcenturyhad
remained highly fragmented. Rather than referring to a single medical domain, one
mustspeak ofseveral, eachwithits ownpractices,cognitivefoundations, and formsof
authority.3
2 Spacelimitspreclude adiscussionoftheAcademy's roleandhistory in thenineteenthcentury.Although
thereexists nogoodhistoricalstudyoftheinstitution, one can readwithprofitPaulGaniere,L'Academiede
Medecine: ses origines et son histoire, Paris, 1964; and Centenaire de l'Academie de Medecine, Paris, 1921.
3 The word "domain" in this context refers to aconfiguration ofsocial activities and institutions which
are generally recognized by historical actors themselves to possess some degree ofcommonality. They are
usuallycomposed ofmore or less distinct subsectors whoserelationships one to another are fluid as are the
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In order fully to comprehend this fragmentation, it is useful to conceptualize
authorityovercollectivemedicalactivityintothefollowingcategories: (1)thepowerto
trainfuturemedicalpractitioners; (2)thepowertodeterminewhocanpractisethrough
licensing of one sort or another; (3) the power to advise governmental authorities
systematically in all matters of public health, ranging from measures to counter
epidemics or regulate secret remedies to legislation governing medical practice; (4)
responsibility for securing the progress of medical science, delineating legitimate
cognitive activity, and validating discoveries; (5) disciplinary authority over the
professional (and sometimes private) behaviour of practitioners; (6) control of
hospitals, which were rapidly becoming indispensable for training and the
accumulation of knowledge.
Such forms of authority during the ancien regime were extremely dispersed, due
partly to traditional guild divisions and partly to the government's penchant for
creating new institutions as new needs arose or as the performance of existing
institutions was judged inadequate.4 Medical practitioners, first of all, were divided
into three types ofprofessional guilds, ofmedicine, surgery, and pharmacy, eachwith
its separate institutional structures. In addition to division along professional lines,
medical jurisdiction was fragmented along regional lines, with the authority ofeach
institution confined to a limited geographical area. Physicians were more or less
educated in eighteen faculties of medicine spread throughout the kingdom.
Apprenticeship ofone sort oranotherremained theprimary form oftrainingformost
surgeons and pharmacists; but surgeons, at least, were increasingly being educated in
programmes ofstudy organized in the guild-likecolleges ofsurgery orin thecourse of
extended hospital service. Furthermore, lectures and instruction useful to future
practitioners were available privately orin awidevariety ofinstitutions ranging from
the College du Roi and Jardin du Roi to local corporate institutions (colleges).
Among surgeons, formal education was largely controlled by the colleges;
consequently, teaching authority was closely bound up with licensing powers. Even
here, the existence ofrelatively autonomous hospital training provoked tensions. In
medicine, thesplitbetweeneducationandlicensingwasmoreserious. OnlyinParisdid
definitions ofwhich groups and institutions do ordo not belong to the domain. "Domain" as I use it bears
some resemblance to the term champs ("field") developed by Pierre Bourdieu throughout his writings. IfI
prefer the word "domain", it is partly to avoid unnecessary sociological jargon; but it is also an effort to
distance myself from some ofthe conceptual implications of Bourdieu's terminology, i.e. for Bourdieu, a
"field" is almostexclusively a battleground for power and prestige among individuals and groups wielding
various forms of social capital. In contrast, "domain", as I use it, is a far more open term whose precise
characteristics and structures are subject to empirical enquiry.
4Among recent works sheddinglight on the structure ofFrench medicine during theeighteenth century
see especially Toby Gelfand, Professionalizing modern medicine: Paris surgeons and medical science and
institutions in the eighteenth century, Westport, Conn., Greenwood Press, 1980; Caroline Hannaway,
'Medicine, public welfare and the state in eighteenth-century France: the Societe Royale de Medecine of
Paris (1776-93)', PhD thesis, Johns Hopkins University, 1974. Also see chs. 3 and 4ofCharles C. Gillispie,
Science andpolity in France at the endofthe OldRegime, Princeton, NJ, Princeton University Press, 1980;
Matthew Ramsey, 'Traditional medicine andmedicalenlightenment: theregulationofsecretremediesinthe
AncienRegime', andPascaleCosma-Muller, 'Entrescienceetcommerce: leseauxmineralsenFrance alafin
de l'Ancien Regime', both in Jean-Pierre Goubert (editor), La medicalisation de la societe francaise
1770-1830, Waterloo, Ont., Historical Reflections Press, 1982. Among older works on the subject see
especiallyPaulDelaunay, LaviemedicaleauxXVIe,XVIleetXVIIIesiecles,Paris, 1935;andidem, Lemonde
medicalparisien au dix-huitietme siecle Paris, 1905.
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theuniversity diplomas also carry the right to practise. Elsewhere, licensing was in the
hands ofcolleges, asituation giving risetoconflicts between theseandmedical schools.
The king, moreover, could authorize any practitioner, whatever his credentials, to
practise in Paris by naming him to the court medical staff(the Faculte du Roi), which
itself constituted a major source of institutional power in medicine.
Disciplinary authority over practitioners was wielded primarily by the colleges.
Authority overthedevelopment ofmedical science hadlargely been displaced from the
Paris Faculty ofMedicine to state institutions ofscience like the Academy ofSciences
(whichcontained large numbers ofdoctors) and later, the Royal Society ofMedicine.
Authority over public health was in the hands oflocal officials and, increasingly, the
centralgovernment. Bewildered bythecomplexityofmostissues, thesewere becoming
more and more dependent on medical experts in such bodies as the Royal Society of
Medicine andAcademy ofSciences. Hospitalswerecontrolled by religious orders and
local political authorities; the role ofmedical practitioners, particularly surgeons, was
becoming significant but their authority in the hospital remained limited.
The eighteenth century saw increasing, if still tentative, governmental efforts to
reorganize health under state control. The unification of surgery after 1730 in the
hands ofthe king's first surgeon, reflected traditional patronage concerns, notably the
need to reward loyal servants ofthe state with corporative privileges; but it also came
to express a more activist state policy aimed at imposing greater uniformity. The
centralization ofmany traditional research and public health tasks in the hands ofthe
Royal SocietyofMedicine represented an even more significant step in this direction.5
It was patterned after the several royal academies established since the seventeenth
century in order to organize scientific and cultural life under royal patronage and
control.6
Behind the effort to expand the state's role in medical care was the vision of a
reorganized medical domain at once unified and oriented toward public health. Such
concern with the health ofpopulations was characteristic ofmost European nations
andwasjustifiedbyasetofpoliciesthatcharacterized monarchical despotism andthat
have come to be known as cameralism or mercantilism; these sought to increase the
productive capacities of the nation through direct state intervention.7 Prussia and
Austria, infact, wereconsiderably inadvance ofFrancein layingthegroundwork fora
comprehensive reorganization ofpublic health. In France, the scope ofpublic health
seems to have been defined primarily by the existence of traditional areas of state
intervention: measures to deal with epidemics, health-care programmes for the
destitute, and the licensing ofsecret remedies and mineral waters which served largely
as a means of rewarding royal appointees with revenue-producing prerogatives.
5 OnthesemattersseeHannaway,op.cit.,note4above;Gelfand,op.cit., note4above; andOthmarKeel,
'Cabanis et la gen6alogie de la m6decine clinique', PhD thesis, McGill University, 1977.
6On theearlyacademies oftheancien regime see RogerHahn, Theanatomy ofascientific institution: the
Paris Academy of Sciences 1666-1803, Berkeley, University of California Press, 1971, pp. 1-34. On
provincial academies and their relationships to those in Paris see Daniel Roche, Le siecle des lumieres en
province: academies et acadimiciens provinciaux 1680-1789, Paris, Ecole des Hautes Ltudes en Sciences
Sociales, 1978.
7 Marc Raeff, 'The well-ordered police state and the development of modernity in seventeenth- and
eighteenth-century Europe', Amer. hist. Rev. 1975, 80: 1221-1243. On cameralism in medicine see George
Rosen, 'Cameralism and the concept of medical police', Bull. Hist. Med. 1953, 27: 21-42.
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Toward the end of the eighteenth century, spokesmen for medicine and the state
administration began popularizing reform programmes to rationalize these activities
and, not incidently, affirm the powers of the state at the expense of traditional
corporate groups.
A key aspect of the public health programme was the creation of institutions to
produce and sanction new medical knowledge. This was a major function ofboth the
Royal Society of Medicine and Royal Academy of Surgery. There was no sharp
distinction between clinical research and public health in the minds of medical
reformers of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Their association would
apply tomedicine thepattern established in the Academy ofScienceswhichcombined
the production and sanctioning of knowledge with the provision of technological
expertise to the state. This identity was also an inevitable result ofthe inadequacies of
existingmedicalknowledge. Improvingthepeople'shealthrequiredmajoradvancesin
medical science. It also required a body of experts to choose, from among the
contradictory welter of medical systems and opinions, principles of administrative
action. At the same time, the production of new knowledge was dependent on
reorganizing themedical profession alongnewpublichealth lines into a hugenetwork
of information collection, the results of which were to be processed, analysed and
eventually applied by a Parisian elite.
In the course ofthe French Revolution, this institutional system was largely swept
away. The new one established piecemeal during the following decade owed much
(includingsomeofitskeypersonnel) totheancienregimeand,inmanyways,carriedto
theirlogicalconclusioneighteenth-century tendencies. Butitwasnotably streamlined,
with power becoming highly concentrated in the hands ofrepresentatives ofthe state.
Only three schools (called "faculties" after 1803) of medicine could offer complete
training to all future doctors of medicine and surgery. The diplomas which they
granted also served as licences to practise throughout the nation. Disciplinary
authority overtheprofession, previously invested incorporate bodies, was neverfully
restored. Authority over both public health and the advancement ofmedical science
was included among the responsibilities of the medical faculties-particularly the
Faculty of Paris-from their very inception. Because these tasks were so time-
consuming, the government allowed the Paris Faculty of Medicine to establish an
academic society around the Faculty by adding thirty-two associate and adjunct
members.8
Prerogatives thisvastwereinmany respects unenforceable. Avarietyofinstitutions
sprang up to fill the many gaps in the faculties' activity. The latter, forinstance, could
not possibly train enough highly-qualified doctors to serve the country's needs. Since
local medical elites insisted on offering courses ofmedical training, informal schools
centring onthelocalhospitalsdevelopedinmanycities. Thesewereintegratedintothe
medicaleducationsystemfrom 1806 to 1809, becomingecolessecondairesdemedecine.
They were permitted to teach the first two years ofthe four-year programme for the
8 On the establishment ofthe Society ofthe Faculty see the dossier in Archives Nationales AJ16 6705.
Also see Pascale Zweibel-Muller, 'La Societe de l'Ecole de Medecine et la sant6 publique en France de
1801-21', these 3e cycle, Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales, No. 1663 [n.d.f. Hereinafter, all
references beginning with AJ16, F17 or F15 refer to cartons at the Archives Nationales in Paris.
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doctorate, buttheirprimaryrolewasthetrainingoflow-levelofficiersdesantetowork
in the countryside. Departmental juries made up of Faculty professors and
representatives of the local medical profession examined and licensed officiers and
other low-level practitioners such as midwives. They also played a minor and not
always satisfactory role in regulating local practice by inspecting pharmacies and
combating illegal practice.
In the three faculty cities, a variety of private teaching institutions sprang up to
remedy themanifest inadequacies offaculty teaching. Private instruction in Paris was
especially rich and diversified. After 1811, the Parisian hospitals began playing a
particularly significant role in medical education by offering courses. Hospitals
everywhere, moreover, developed internships and externships (akin to clerkships in
British hospitals) which provided the brightest medical students (chosen by public
competitions) with invaluable practical training and experience. Through this
institution, educationforthefuturemedicalelitebecamecentredin thehospital rather
than in faculty courses. Military physicians and surgeons were also trained in an
autonomous system ofmilitary hospitals, despite faculty efforts to share in this role.9
Medical research of one sort or another took place in a variety of teaching and
therapeutic institutions. But only the Paris Faculty ofMedicine and the Academy of
Sciences could claim anyformal authority to direct and validate the search for new
medical knowledge. Similarly, from the purely juridical standpoint, the faculty
monopoly over education and licensing was more or less complete, even if
unenforceable.
In public health and sanitation, administrative responsibilities were badly defined
because ofconflicting ministerialjurisdictions and the multiplicity offunctional and
regionalbodiesinvolved.'10 Butthe state atleastattempted todirect activities in awide
variety ofspheres and was inconstantneed oftechnical expertise. The Ministry ofthe
Interior, which played a particularly important coordinating role, was largely
dependent on the advice of the Paris Faculty of Medicine. The faculty, in fact, was
regularly bombarded with requests for information and advice about epidemics,
epizootics, secret remedies, and mineral waters; other requests came from judges,
prefects,andlocalauthorities." Professorsweresentonmissionstostudyepidemicsin
theprovincesandabroad. In 1805-6,theMinistryoftheInteriorestablished anetwork
ofepidemicdoctors distributed throughout thecountry. Incumbents wereexpected to
directmedicalworkinthe eventofoutbreaks and to send reports to theministryin the
aftermath. Significantly, these reports were supposed to be studied by the Paris
Faculty.'2 The Faculty was frequently called upon to recommend physicians to the
9 See, for instance, theproposal to reform theorganization ofmilitary hospital instruction submitted to
the Conseil de l'Universite, 31 August 1813, in Ministere de l'Instruction Publique, Enquetes et documents
relatifs il'enseignementsupe'rieur, 124vols., 1883-1929,vol.37,pp.23-31;alsoseetheundatedreportin F17
2107. On the relationship ofthe faculty to military medicine during the nineteenth century, see[anon.], 'Le
service de sante militaire et l'enseignement superieur', Revue internationale de l'Enseignement, 1899, 37:
481-502.
10Jacques Leonard, Lesmedecins de l'Ouest au XIXesicle, Lille, Atelier Reproduction deTheses, 1976,
p. 444.
ll Foranideaofitsmanifold tasks seetheproces verbauxoftheFaculty ofMedicinefrom 1795 to 1807 in
AJ16 6226 and 6227. Also see F17 6697 and F15 2738; Leonard, op. cit., note 10 above, pp. 325-328.
12 Ibid., p. 447.
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administrators ofhospitals and dispensaries seekingtomakemedical appointments.13
All this work was done without remuneration, and the strain on faculty resources
was enormous. The creation in 1800 of the Society of the Faculty of Paris did not
improve matters significantly. Consequently, by the end of the Empire, there arose,
among both administrators and professors, theidea oftransforming the Society ofthe
Faculty into a larger and better-endowed society along the lines of the old Royal
Society of Medicine and Royal Academy of Surgery.
The task of advancing medical knowledge was in some respects even more of a
problem. Certainly, the Faculty of Paris counted some of the best-known medical
scientists in the world among its staff. Its professors were members of such prolific
societies as the Societe Medicale d'Emulation. However, neither the faculty nor its
society appeared particularly successful as institutions in either stimulating and
directing medical research or resolving the many doctrinal disputes characteristic of
this period. The results ofthe society's collectivescientific activitywerenotimpressive.
It never succeeded in fulfilling a central part ofits mandate, publishing the papers of
the Royal Society of Medicine and Royal Academy ofSurgery. Its monthly bulletin
was exceedingly thin and was distributed as a supplement to the Journalde Medecine,
ChirurgieetPharmacie. Certainly, thisaspect ofits activitywas in a sense acasualty of
its public health responsibilities, which left the society little time for anything else.
Notwithstanding, to contemporaries, the activities of the society did not seem very
significant in view of the enormous power and resources at the faculty's disposal.14
Thispredominance, itmust beemphasized, wasnotacceptable tomany segments of
the medical profession. In 1797-98, for instance, when the three schools ofmedicine
were not yet granting state diplomas, the school of Paris was violently criticized in
legislative debates concerning the future reform of medicine. The Legislature's
Commission of Public Instruction proposed to introduce a far more decentralized
system, making the advancement of science uniquely a responsibility of the French
Institute, and cutting back significantly on the Paris Faculty's resources, staff, and
facilities.15
In 1801, representatives ofthedefunct RoyalAcademyofSurgeryannounced to the
new First Consul that they were resuming their activities, and requested official
13 Appointments to the private Philanthropic Society, for instance, were made on the basis of
recommendations by the Paris Faculty. See Dora B. Weiner, 'The role ofthe doctor in welfare work: the
PhilanthropicSocietyofParis 1780-1815', inGoubert(editor), op.cit., note4above,pp. 279-304. Foracase
inwhich theFacultyorganized aconcours attheCharitehospital toelectachiefphysician forthehospitalof
Meaux see Bulletin de l'Ecole de Medecine de Paris, 1807, no. 1, p. 3.
14According to the Journalgeneralde Medecine, 2e serie, 1821, 15: 133-136, "this meagre bulletin could
not have born comparisonwith theweakest scientificjournals ofthecapital." Thisview is largely shared by
Zweibel-Muller, op. cit., note 8 above. However, M.-J. Imbault-Huart, L'Ecole Pratique de Dissection de
Paris de 1750 a 1822, ou l'influence du concept de medecine pratique et de medecine d'observation dans
l'enseignement medico-chirurgical au XVIIIesiecle et au debut du XIXesiecle, Lille, 1975, p. 246, argues that
this bulletin was more significant than is generally supposed. That faculty professors were sensitive to such
chargesisillustratedbyaspeech inAJ166705madeat theturnofthecenturyby B. Peyrilhe. Thesubject was
"Can the functions of the medical professor be usefully reconciled with the development of literary or
academic knowledge?".
15 The relevant documents are reprinted in Enquetes et documents, op. cit., note 9 above, vol. 28. For the
Faculty's response see Observations adresses par l'Ecole de Sante de Paris au Conseil des Cinq Cents en
reponse aux imputations contenues dansplusieursopinions emises alatribune, 17germinal An VI,Paris, 1798.
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governmental "protectionandsuccour" aswellasareturntothecorporatedivisionsof
the ancien regime.16 It was not just the reactionary remnants of ancien regime who
called for a return to the old order. In that same year, the very progressive Society of
Medicine of Paris, to be discussed below, responded to Napoleon's invitation to
submit aproposal onmethods ofcombatingcharlatanism byinsistingon thenecessity
of re-establishing medical corporations "freed ... of their ancient abuses and of
everything that could offend the constitution ... but freely exercizing this active
surveillance." These corporations or colleges had to be numerous enough to ensure
that current medical anarchy should not be replaced by "a no less dangerous
aristocracy; that henceforth, no form of despotism weighs down on citizens who
cultivate the art ofhealing, noteven that oftalent which is not the least dangerous."17
ThegovernmentoftheEmpireignoredthesearguments. Acceptingtheviewsofsuch
political figures as Chaptal, Fourcroy, and Cabanis, it opted for a unified profession
andadministrativecentralization. Itseemstohavebeenmotivatedinequalmeasureby
theprevailingbeliefsthat(1)asinglemedicalsciencenowunderlayallformsofmedical
practice; (2)thefacultyreallydidrepresent theeliteofmedical science andpractice; (3)
the government's need for expert information could be met with greater ease by a
centralized institution like the Society of the Faculty than by a number of distinct
corporations.18
Consequently, theauthorityofthe School ofParisgrewenormouslyduringthe first
years oftheEmpire. Thelawregulatingmedicalpracticein 1803 accordedthefacultya
monopoly over the granting ofthe doctorate. Certainly, it was widely recognized that
both medical education and the organization of the profession needed drastic
overhauling. But the government generally appointed Parisian professors to the
commissions discussing reforms.'9 It is thus not surprising that opponents of the
facultyabandonedthestrategyofdirectassault. Until 1814,theywaitedforbetterdays
or sought to establish themselves in areas where the faculties' hold was weak. Most
important for our purposes, a number of medical societies set themselves up as
unofficial competitors of the Society of the Faculty, seeking through superior
performance to win official recognition from the government. They followed aclassic
strategyoftheancienregime, onepursuedbyLassoneandVicqd'Azyrinsettingupthe
Royal Society of Medicine. This strategy, however, reflected the realities of the
eighteenth century rather than those of the nineteenth.
Medical societies began to proliferate from 1796. Above all, they represented the
attempt at reorganization by medical groups that had lost their traditional corporate
16 Adressepre'sente auPremier Consulpar lescommissaires del'Acad&miede Chirurgie, AnIXin F17 3679.
Doctors were not alone in seeking a return to corporate structures. For the case ofbarristers see Michael
Fitzsimmons, 'Dissolution and disillusionment: the Parisian Order of Barristers 1789-1815', PhD thesis,
University ofNorth Carolina, 1981.
17 'Adresse de la Societe de Medecine de Paris au Premier Consul de la Republique', Journalgeneral de
Medecine, 1801, 10: 199-200.
18 Thethinkingofgovernmentspokesmenisilluminatedbytwoadministrative reportspreparedin 1801 in
response to the surgeons' request for a return to corporations. They are in F17 3679.
" In 181 1, for instance, the minister named a commission of ten members to regularize the training of
officiers de sante. The commission included five professors at the Faculty ofParis, two professors of the
Museum of Natural History (Cuvier and de Jussieu) and two inspectors-general of the University
(Dupuytrenand Royer-Collard, oneaprofessorandtheotherafutureprofessorattheFacultyofMedicine).
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structures during the Revolution. Some were concerned predominantly with
professional affairs. Others, notablytheSocieteMedicaled'Emulation, wereprimarily
interested in advancing the frontiers ofmedical knowledge. Two inparticular brought
together many of those seeking to challenge the powers of the Paris Faculty of
Medicine: theMedicalSocietyofParisandtheAcademicSocietyofParis.TheMedical
Society ofParis was the first medical society established after the Revolution (1796).
Manyofitsfoundingmembershadformerlybeenmembersofeitherthe RoyalSociety
of Medicine or the Royal Academy of Surgery and viewed the new society as the
legitimate successor to these illustrious institutions. It maintained regular contacts
with thecivil authorities, especially those ofthe Paris region, on all matters relatingto
public health, and occasionally sent commissions to study epidemics. It offered free
consultations tothepoorandbecameclosely linkedwiththesemi-official Commission
of Vaccination founded a few years later. It sought to advance medical science by
offering prizes for written works, and published the famous Journal general de
Medecine frangaise et e'trangere. By 1801, it had 444 members and 100
correspondents.20
The society played a significant public health role in the Paris region by acting as
technical adviser to the prefecture; but it was not taken seriously by the central
government. It was so completely ignored, in fact, that Napoleon's invitation in 1801
to present him with ideas on the repression of charlatanism provoked scarcely-
concealed euphoria. After years of being completely ignored by the government, it
stated in its response that the First Consul had finally "consecrated its legal
existence"..21 Butitssuggestionswerenotimplemented, andthesocietyappearstohave
concentratedexclusively onitsscientificandpublichealth activitiesuntil thefallofthe
Empire.
The second society was farless significant as a rival in the scientific or publichealth
fields but was farmore ofa nuisance to the government. TheAcademyofMedicine of
Paris was founded in September 1804 by a group ofregent-doctors ofthe eighteenth-
centuryfacultyofmedicine,includingthefamous DrGuillotin.22 Itsstatedgoalwasto
bringdoctorstogetherinordertoraisethestatusofmedicalpractice. Thechoiceofthe
name"Academy" reflecteditspretensiontosemi-official status. Atitssecondmeeting,
infact, itpassedamotionrequestingtheEmperortograntitthetitleImperialAcademy
ofMedicine.23 Itsrequest wasignored and thegovernment soon forced it tochange its
name to the slightly less official-sounding Academic Society. Its membership was
dominated by members of the defunct faculty; its director, Guillotin, had been a
professor, whilethefirstpresident, Bourru,hadbeendean. Itadmittedthegraduatesof
the post-revolutionary schools ofmedicine but deprived them ofinfluence by setting
up an elaborate system of hierarchical distinctions.
20 On the history ofthissociety seeSociete de Medecine de Paris 1796-1896: centenaire, Paris, 1896. Also
see the report byNacquart and Sedillot to theprefect ofthe Seinereprinted inJournalge'neralde Medecine,
Chirurgie et Pharmacie, 2e serie, 1818, 3: 145-156.
21 'Adresse de la Societe de Medecine', op. cit., note 17 above, p. 199.
22 A good general history ofthe Academy is R. Pichevin, 'LapremiereAcademie de M6decine de Paris',
Bull. Soc.frangaise Hist. Mid., 1913, 12: 196-231.
23 Minutes of the Academy, 26 vendemiaire An XIII, Academie de Medecine (A.M.), MS 42.
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Though it performed some useful activities, such as offering free consultations to the
poor, its chiefgoal seems to have been the restoration ofthe corporate trappings and
privileges of the old faculty. At an early meeting, it was decided that disciplinary
surveillance over members would be maintained.24 In this way, it was seeking to
recreate corporate powers by extra-legal means and was insinuating itself into the
realm ofprofessional discipline where the vacuumcreated by the Revolution had never
been filled. In a variety of public statements, representatives of the society admitted
that theirgoalwasto raise from the ashes the old Faculty ofMedicine.25 This ambition,
however, was undermined by internal dissensions. From 1809 to 1811, the Academic
Society split apart into two separate societies.26 A group led by Antoine Portal of the
College de France seceded from the parent Academic Society to create the Cercle
Medical, a name he chose after being denied permission by the government to use the
title Academy of Medicine and to exercise disciplinary power over members.27
The combined efforts ofthe Academic Society and the Cercle Medical to undermine
the Paris Faculty of Medicine, while in some respects risible, reveal the impotence of
opponents ofthe faculty during the Empire. Despite its widely-recognized inability to
fulfil all its multiple roles, the faculty was an integral part of the general system of
centralized power developed by the regime.28 It was thus futile to attack it directly. The
alternative was to win symbolic titles and, on a small scale, corporate disciplinary
powers; or, like the Society ofMedicine ofParis, to carve out an autonomous niche by
assuming public health and scientific functions which the Faculty of Medicine was
performing inadequately or not at all. The fall of the Empire, however, changed
conditions entirely.
2. THE CAMPAIGN TO SEPARATE SURGERY FROM MEDICINE
Soon after setting foot on French soil on 19 April 1814, Louis XVIII received a
statement of welcome from the Faculty of Medicine assuring him of its loyalty.29
Despite the well-known Bonapartist sentiments of certain professors, the new
government was not disposed to take action against the Faculty. The new Minister of
the Interior, the Abbe de Montesquieu, in fact, expressed interest in expanding the
Society ofthe Faculty into afull-fledged Academy.30 The idea was not a new one.31 As
24 Minutes, 7th session, February 1805, A.M., MS 42, p. 9.
25 For instance, the speech by Pages cited in Pichevin, op. cit., note 22 above, p. 213.
26 The split is described in ibid., pp. 219-25, and massively documented in F17 1147, 2738, 2455, 3679.
27 On these matters see Portal's Notesurl'Institut deMedecinede Paris in F172738, and an administrative
report to the minister of the interior [n.d.] in F17 2738.
8 The extent of this integration can be gauged by the fact that Napoleon ennobled eight professors of
medicine at the Paris Faculty and two at the Faculty ofMontpellier. The list of51 doctors ennobled is in P.
Huard, Sciences, medecine, pharmacie 1789-1815, Paris, Dacosta, 1970, pp. 298-303.
29 The most complete study ofmedicine during the Restoration remains Paul Delaunay, Lesmedecins, la
Restauration et la revolution de 1830, Paris, 1931-32. A useful recent study is Jacques Leonard, 'La
Restauration et la profession medicale', in Goubert (editor), op. cit., note 4 above, pp. 69-84. Among the
many studies of political life during the Restoration see especially Guillaume Bertier de Sauvigny, The
Bourbon Restoration, Philadelphia, 1966. Forabriefbutilluminating interpretation seeAlan B. Spitzer, 'The
ambiguous heritage of the French Restoration: the distant consequences of the Revolution and the daily
realities ofthe Empire', in Jaroslaw Pelenski (editor), The American andEuropean revolutions, 1776-1848:
sociopolitical and ideological aspects, Iowa City, 1980, pp. 208-226.
30 See his letter to the Faculty in F17 3680. It is reprinted in Reflexions sur l'etablissement d'une Societ
Royale de Medecine et de Chirurgie, Paris, 1815, pp. 1-2.
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has so often been the case with institutional reform in France, the change in regime
seemed like a particularly appropriate opportunity to reform existing institutions.
Such a measure may have appealed to France's new rulers because it emphasized and
appeared to renew the monarchy's traditional concerns with the health ofthe nation,
symbolized by the posthumously prestigious Royal Society of Medicine and Royal
Academy of Surgery.
Ataboutthe same time, a group ofParisian surgeons presented the newkingwith a
petition calling for the re-establishment of the College of Surgery and the Royal
Academy of Surgery as well as the return oftheir building and facilities now in the
hands ofthe FacultyofMedicine. Intheirview, (1)theinstitutionsoftheancienregime
had been farmoresuccessful inproducing high-quality practitioners andinadvancing
knowledge than the current faculty; (2) their proposal represented the restoration of
legitimate institutions destroyed by revolutionary usurpers.32 But their arguments do
not appear to have carried much weight at the Ministry, more influenced by a report
prepared bytheFaculty.33 Thisreportdefended theunityofmedicineand surgeryand
proposed the establishment of a single Royal Society of Medicine and Surgery
responding to governmental enquiries about epidemics, epizootics, legal medicine,
secret remedies, and mineral waters.
Injustifying its proposal, faculty representatives also emphasized the continuity of
their institution with those ofthe ancien regime. But above all, they insisted that the
government would find a single institution to which it could address itself far more
efficientandconvenient: "relationswillbemuchmoreprompt,muchmoresurethanif
it had been necessary to consult two groups." The new institution would put in the
hands ofthe government "a unique, prompt and powerful means ofaiding its people
afflictedbycontagious, epidemic orendemicmaladies." Itwouldalso beconsiderably
cheaper than two societies, the dean emphasized.34
These were powerful arguments for an administration which contained many
holdovers from that of the Empire and which was seeking to promote the
reconciliation ofpre-andpost-revolutionaryelites. Inareporttotheking,theminister
oftheinterioressentially swallowedwholetheargumentsoftheFaculty.35 TheSociety
oftheFaculty,heasserted, "infact, nowreplacestheformerRoyalSocietyofMedicine
and Royal Academy ofSurgery." Itcould, however, render even greater service ifthe
king agreed to extend its attributes and organize it on a stable footing.
The government's policy during this period was not without a certain incoherence.
Soon after the minister's report, the government passed a decree (17 February 1815)
abolishing the state educational administration and creating seventeen regional
universities undertightregionalcontrol. Howthiswouldhavefitinwiththeminister's
plansfortheParis Medical Facultyisnotveryclear. Inanyevent,neithermeasurewas
implemented. In 1815, Napoleon returned for his final hundred days. When the dust
31 See the Ministry's letter of 22 December 1811, in F17 2455.
32 The petition, along with several more detailed reports and speeches, is in F17 3680.
33 The report is in F17 3680. It is reprinted in Reflexions, op. cit., note 30 above.
34Ibid.,pp. 17-19.
35 Undated report in F17 3680.
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had settled afterhisconclusivedefeat, theposition ofthe Paris FacultyofMedicinehad
singularly deteriorated.
Ultra-royalists opposed to reconciliation with the notables of the Empire found
themselves immeasurably strengthened; they won a resounding victory in the
legislative elections of August 1815 which produced the intransigent Chambre
Introuvable. The replacement of the Tallyrand-Fouche ministry by that of Richelieu
moved the government somewhat to the right. As a product of the Revolution and
Empire, which had, moreover, compromised itself by publicly welcoming the
"usurper" after his return from Elba, the faculty was viewed with considerable
suspicion by royalists. Thetraditional opponents ofthe Faculty, the surgeons ofParis,
now had allies in a number ofimportant medical societies: the Academic Society of
Paris representing the regent-doctors ofthe old faculty; the more modern Society of
Medicine of Paris; and the Cercle Medical. These could rally behind a new seat of
institutional medicalpower: thephysicians andsurgeons ofthe royalcourt. Theycould
also pursue theiraimswithin a political system thatwas relatively more open than that
of the Empire and which allowed far greater scope to pressure-group politics.
A court medical service had been maintained by Napoleon throughout the years of
the Empire. Butitwasdominated byprofessors ofthe Paris Faculty36 and, in anycase,
made no pretence ofconstituting an autonomous centre ofinstitutional power. On his
return to France, Louis XVIII had re-established a wide variety of traditional court
positions for his loyal supporters. Among them were a large number ofmedical titles,
often carrying generous stipends. Some of these court physicians resumed use of the
traditional namefor the king's medicalcorps, the Faculte du Roi,37 which hadwielded
somuchpowerduringtheeighteenthcentury; inthisway, theywereimplicitlyclaiming
for themselves an independent institutional existence and authority rooted in royal
patronageandproximity tothe king'sperson. Thetwomostimportant figures were the
king's chief surgeon and chief physician. The man appointed as the king's chief
physician at the end of 1815 was none other than Antoine Portal, anatomist at the
CollegedeFranceandpresident oftheCercle Medical. Thepostofking'schiefsurgeon
washeld byPere Elisee (Marie-Vincent Talachon), a secularized member ofthe Freres
de Saint-Jean de Dieu who had emigrated in 1791 and became surgeon to the future
Louise XVIII. Elisee is supposed to have been granted authority over medical affairs
by the king. His interventions were especially intolerable to professors because he
lacked a medical degree and was considered little more than a charlatan.38
Thecampaigntoseparate surgery frommedicindappears tohavebeenlaunchedbya
reporttothekingwritten byEliseecriticizing the Faculty ofParisin virulentterms and
recommending the institutional separation of medicine and surgery. Professors
respondedwiththeirownpamphletbased largely ontheirreport to the Ministry ofthe
36 In 1811, for instance, the emperor's first physician was Corvisart and his first surgeon Boyer. The
former had retired from the faculty in 1805 but remained an honorary professor; the latter was actively
teaching. Of the ten lesser physicians and thirteen lesser surgeons listed (Huard, op. cit., note 28 above,
p. 326) three physicians and four surgeons were professors at the Faculty.
37 A. Portal's stationery, for instance, had the words "Service de la Faculte du Roi" printed in the top
left-hand corner making it resemble the stationery of the Ministry of the Interior.
38 P. Hillemandand E. Gilbrin, 'LepereElisee(1753-1817): premierchirurgiendeLouisXVIII', Hist. Sci.
med., 1980, 14: 238.
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Interior the year before. In November 1815, the king appointed a special commission
to examine the state ofmedicine. This unleashed a torrent ofpamphlets and articles
which did not begin fizzling out until after 1817.39
The main issue, as Paul Delaunay wrote in 1931, was control of medical
institutions.40 Those without power were demanding either a share in or total
domination ofleadership ofthe medical domain. Beliefin the unity ofmedicine and
surgery was associated with and had in fact been used to justify the administrative
centralization imposed by the Revolution and Empire. It was thus a logical target for
critics ofthe Faculty. The only reason thatprofessors defended the unity ofmedicine,
declared themajority report ofthe royal commission on medical reform, "is that they
wish to retain the administration of the schools, the accumulation of places, their
salaries and this absolute empire over all branches ofthe healing arts which they have
exercised for the past 20 years."41
However, one should not assume thatseparation ofmedicine and surgery implied a
simple return to local and corporate forms ofauthority. It wasused rather tojustify a
variety of distinct and irreconcilable programmes and interests. Elisee's position
cannot be understood apart from the fact that the king's chief surgeon during the
eighteenthcenturyhadaccumulated virtual dictatorial powersover surgeryin France.
Elisee'sgoalthusseemstohavebeencontinuedcentralization butalongdifferentlines.
Many opponents ofthe faculty, on the other hand, wished to create corporate bodies
givingpractitioners greatercontrol overmedical institutions.42 Questions ofauthority
werecomplicated bycharges thatthe Faculty wasguiltyofdisloyalty to themonarchy
and by claims and counterclaims about who really represented continuity with the
traditions of the Royal Society of Medicine and Royal Academy of Surgery. There
werealsovigorousdebatesaboutwhichsystemwouldcostthegovernmentlessmoney.
But two more substantive issues also helped to shape debates: the nature of both
knowledge and practice in medicine and surgery, and the performance of the Paris
Faculty in fulfilling its educational, scientific, and professional functions.
First, in the view ofsome opponents ofthe faculties, and the traditional opinion in
theseventeenthandeighteenthcenturies, acommoneducation forbothphysiciansand
surgeonswasinappropriate becauseboththeirtasksandtheknowledgeonwhichthese
tasks were based were separate and distinct. The work ofthe physician, according to
this view, was one of observation, meditation, discemment, and calculation of
probabilities in order to grasp the nature of illnesses that were beyond view. It was
necessary
39 The polemical literature which appeared during these years isenormous. A few ofthe more important
texts are themajority andminority reports ofthe reforms commission of1815-16 in Enquetesetdocwnents,
op. cit., note 9 above, vol. 37, pp. 64-166; Reflexions, op. cit., note 30 above; J.-B. Baumes, Observations
sommaires sur l'etcrit ayantpour titre, Reflexions sur l'etablissement . . ., Montpellier, 1816; Opinion de M.
Portalsurl'enseignement delametdecineetde la chirurgie . . ., Paris, 1820; Chretien-Lalanne, Considerations
surl'etat actuelde lamedecine en France:presenteespar la Sociit,'Acad6mique de Medecine de Paris, Paris,
1818. Leonard in op. cit., note 29 above, pp. 70, 72, cites many other relevant sources.
40 Delaunay, op. cit., note 29 above, p. 30.
41 In Enqutes et documents, op. cit., note 9 above, vol. 37, p. 77.
42 See for instance, Opinion de M. Portal, op. cit., note 39 above, and the majority report in Enquetes et
documents, op. cit., note 9 above, vol. 37.
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through theoperation ofanexperienced intelligence, tofollowthederangementswhich intervene
intheseries and orderofinterior functions; to go back, through rigorousreasoning, to thecauses
which become the bases of directions for cure and to choose from among the curative means
acknowledged by observations, those which should cureillnesses thatcan becured, and alleviate
and stop the progress of those which the art cannot conquer.43
Surgery, in contrast, was a simpler and more accessible activity based on the
application ofwell-known methods. The senses, experience, dexterity, boldness, and
thecapacity toignorethepain ofotherswereparamount. Consequently, theeducation
each required was very different. The physician, having to understand the changes
undergone by the body during illness, needed to study a broad range of scientific
subjects (chemistry, physics, hygiene) and, above all, needed to "learn at the sickbed
thecauses, symptoms, progress, thedifferent terminations ofillnesses and thecurative
meansindicatedbyexperience." Thesurgeon required afarmoreprofoundknowledge
ofanatomy, someknowledgeofmechanicsand,aboveall, ofoperatingprocedures; his
studies, therefore, had to be largely practical.
Defenders of the faculty recognized that surgery and medicine were distinct
activities; butboth, theyinsisted, werebasedon abody ofmedicalknowledge thatwas
indivisible. They claimed as well that the vast majority of practitioners ordinarily
combinedthetwoactivities; surgeonsespeciallycould notearn alivelihoodbylimiting
themselves to major operations. Therefore, it was necessary to teach all future
practitioners both the medicine and surgery they would require in their practices.44
An intermediate position recognized that medicine and surgery had to based on a
common foundation but argued that it was dangerous to allow surgeons to practise
without a somewhat more elaborate practical training and without passing special
examinations.45
Second, there was fairly widespread agreement that medical education was not
functioning properly. Some professors (elderly, sick, or combining posts in several
institutions) did not teach a normal load;46 courses were often too short and subject
matter not completely covered; examiners were lenient so that diplomas were granted
too easily; the faculty had not succeeded in fulfilling its public health and scientific
roles. Everyone agreed thattoo manymedical graduateswerefloodinginto thelargest
cities. Butforfacultyspokesmen theproblemlaywithfaultyregulationswhichdid not
specify the tasks of professors, did not allow for retirement and did not grant the
faculty sufficient resources. These could be easily remedied by a wisely-conceived and
prudent reform of medical institutions which, for all their weaknesses, had never
enjoyedsuchinternationalrecognition, orproduced somanyfundamentaldiscoveries.
43 Baumes, Observationssommaires, op. cit., note 39 above, p. 20. Also see Enquetesetdocuments, op. cit.,
note 9 above, vol. 37, p. 71.
44 Amongthemanystatements ofthis position see Reflexionsop. cit., note 30above, pp. 10-14; thereport
'Note sur la medecine et la chirurgie' by De Neuville and Laffon de Ladebat, 16 October 1815 in F17 4467;
the ministerial report to the king in 1815 (no month given) in F17 3680.
45 Chretien-Lalanne, Considerations, op. cit., note 39 above, p. 188.
46 Theexistence oftheseabuses isfrequently admitted inadministrative reports. In 1815, GeorgesCuvier,
who was responsible for Faculty affairs on the Commission de l'Instruction Publique governing the
education system, complained to the Commission that many professors were not giving their courses; he
had, therefore, decided to ask the rectors for a complete list ofclasses given during the course ofthe year.
Meeting of 5 September 1815, F17 1759.
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Opponentsofthefacultyviewedmattersdifferently. Forthem, Frenchmedicinehad
manifestly declined since the golden days of the ancien regime. Abuses were not the
result ofregulations but ofafundamentally bad system oforganizationwhichallowed
a small minority to control institutions. Consequently, all competition necessary for
improvement was impossible; all manner ofpatronage and abuse could flourish with
impunity. If untrained practitioners were flooding the countryside in numbers that
threatened the livelihood of the more competent physicians and surgeons trained
before the Revolution, it was because teaching was inadequate, and because it was in
theinterests ofthe faculty and ofprofessors to grant as many degrees as possible since
feesfordiplomaswereappropriatedbythefacultyandwereinpartusedtosupplement
salaries. The solution, therefore, was to return to an already proven system of
corporate control ofeducational institutions.
As interesting as these debates proved to be, the outcome of events depended
primarily on the type of political support which each side was able to mobilize.
OpponentsoftheParisFacultyhadsomeexcellentcardstoplay: thepersonalinfluence
whichEliseeseemstohaveexercisedoverLouisXVIII,widespreadsuspicionaboutthe
loyalty ofthefaculty to themonarchy, theirclaim toembodythe besttraditions ofthe
ancienregime. In 1815,theycertainlyhadthefacultyinapanic. ButPaulDelaunaywas
wrong to suggest that only Elisee's sudden death in 1817 prevented theirvictory.47 In
fact, thecampaigntorestructuremedicalinstitutions neverseems tohavegainedmuch
support among the political classes, even among the ultra-royalists. The faculty, in
contrast, managed to retain the firm backing ofadministrators in the Ministry ofthe
Interior and the education system. This support undoubtedly reflected the fact that
therewasnosharpdistinction betweentheadministrativepersonnel oftheEmpireand
that ofthe Restoration, especialy during these years. Furthermore, Louis XVIII and
his govemmentwerecommitted to acourseofpolitical moderation incompatible with
any serious effort to return to the institutions of the past. Most important, the
centralized structures developed during the Empire were supremely useful to a
fundamentally despotic government like that of the Restoration.48 In the particular
caseoftheMinistryoftheInterior, thefar-reaching powersofthefacultyseemto have
beenviewedasanecessarymeansofbringing orderandcontrol to thechaoticworldof
medicalpracticeandpublichealth. Reformswererecognizedtobeimperative; butthey
would be in the direction of more rational forms of centralization rather than of
decentralization or the concentration of power in the hands of an erratic royal
favourite.49
47 Delaunay, op. cit., note 29 above, pp. 35-36.
48 See Spitzer, op. cit., note 29 above, pp. 222-223. Many other institutions initially threatened by the
Restoration managed to survive for this reason. On the national bureau of statistics and corps des mines
respectively see Bernard-Pierre Lecuyer, 'Les statistiques demographiques et sociales et les statisticiens
durant la Restauration', andAndreThepot, 'Lesingenieurs desminesdans les sciences ettechniques sous la
Restauration', both unpublished papers presented to aconference on Science, Medicine and Technology in
the French Restoration, which took place at the Maison des Sciences de l'Homme in Paris, 31 August to 2
September 1983.
9 For a discussion ofa parallel process ofcentralization within the education system see George Weisz,
Theemergence ofmodern universities inFrance, 1863-1914, Princeton, NJ, Princeton University Press, 1983,
ch. 1.
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In actual fact, the creation of a commission to reform medicine was vigorously
supportedbythetwoadministratorschieflyresponsible formedicineattheMinistryof
the Interior, De Neuville and E. Laffon de Ladebat.50 Assured that the Council of
Ministers was firmly opposed to the separation of medicine and surgery, they
attempted toconstruct a reformcommission dominated by the faculty. However, they
appear to have seriously misconstrued the mood at the royal court. On 9 November
1815, the king did indeed appoint a commission to examine medical institutions, but
one dominated by opponents ofthe faculty.51 Equally ominous, the Commission de
l'Instruction Publique, the directing body for all public education, was not consulted
about the constitution of the commission.52
In May 1816, the reform commission produced a report or rather several reports.
Foritdiddecideinfavouroftheseparationofmedicineandsurgery, butonlybyavote
of eight to six. Their majority report called for separate schools of medicine and
surgery controlled by the corps ofdoctors and surgeons in eachcity.53 The minority,
favouring the continued unity of teaching, divided on details and produced three
separate minority reports.54 That the faculty felt seriously threatened is indicated by
the concessions which its dean Leroux and the professor ofsurgery Dupuytren were
willing to make in their minority report. They admitted that regulations governing
medicaleducationhadisolatedthefacultiesfromthecorpsofphysiciansandsurgeons:
"it was forgotten that they [the faculties] were only the agents ofthe medico-surgical
corporations. They were given too much latitude, too much independence, too much
power because this power was not grounded on thecorporations."55 To correct this
imbalance they suggested that two new institutions be established, one to handle
professional discipline, and another responsible for the advancement of medical
knowledge. They insisted, moreover, that these be institutionally distinct from each
other andfrom educational institutions. By abandoning the position that the faculty
officiallydominateanacademyofmedicine, LerouxandDupuytrenseemtohavebeen
guarding against the very real possibility that the faculty would come under the
jurisdiction ofa newdisciplinary oracademic institution. "The teachingcorps cannot
be dependent on its equals," they insisted. Itcould only be subservient to the minister
and the educational administration.56
Whatever the actual danger, the government did not act to implement the
commission's recommendation. The diversity of opinion within the medical world
would certainly have made any attempt at implementation politically hazardous for
50 See theirletterdated 13 October 1815 in F17 4467. J.-G. Hydede Neuville waschiefofthe third section
in the Ministry. As his tenure in that post was brief, it is likely that the memo was actually written by his
co-signatory and immediate subordinate, E. Laffon de Ladebat, chief of the Bureau de Secours et des
H6pitaux. ThelatterwouldplayakeyroleinthecreationoftheAcademyofMedicinein 1820. Membersofa
prominent Protestant family, Laffon de Ladebat and his two brothers spent their lives as upper-level civil
servants.
51 Of fourteen medical members only three were Faculty professors.
52 Itsprotest isinF17 1759, 14November 1815. Reprinted in Enquetesetdocuments, op.cit., note9above,
vol. 37, pp. 66-67.
53 In ibid., vol. 37, pp. 64-100. The author was the surgeon Marquais.
5 Discussed, ibid., pp. 92-100. One ofthese, by Leroux and Dupuytren, isreprinted in full, pp. 100-165.
5 Ibid., p. 110. For what follows p. 119.
56 Ibid., p. 121.
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the government. Action became even less likely when a new minister ofthe interior,
Laine, solicited the opinion of the Commission de l'Instruction Publique officially
administering the education system and headed by P.-P. Royer-Collard; the response
in January 1817 was an emphatic proposal to disregard the report ofthe commission
majority: "False principles and consequences deduced even more falsely, extreme
exaggeration in the reproaches addressed to existing institutions, ignorance offacts,
absence of method in the plan presented as in the reasoning, that is what the
Commission de l'Instruction Publique has found in this report...."57 Soon
afterwards, Elisee died, to be replaced as the king's chief surgeon by, of all people,
Dupuytren. The movement to topple themedical elite thus lost its last bit ofinfluence
within the royal court. By 1818, the Paris Faculty ofMedicine felt secure enough to
seek to strengthen its teaching monopoly by petitioning the minister ofthe interior to
put an end to the clinical teaching going on in the Parisian hospitals.58
The collapse of the campaign to separate medicine and surgery freed the
administration to pursue once again the primary goals set during the last years ofthe
Empire: ending the abuses in medical practice and education while maintaining the
existing system of institutions; and improving the government's public health
capability while advancingmedical science by transforming the Society ofthe Faculty
into an academy ofmedicine.
3. THE CREATION OF THE ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
The question ofa public health-research institution, we saw, was near the centre of
the debate over the separation ofmedicine and surgery. The necessity ofestablishing
one ormoreinstitutions ofthis typewasrecognized byeveryone; onlythedetails were
in question. Would it extend the powers ofthe Paris Faculty ofMedicine, orwould it
constitute an autonomous'and competing centre ofpower?
Once the campaign for separation fizzled out, leadership ofthe opposition to the
faculty devolved on Portal, named the king's first physician in late 1815. He was to
abandon the strategy ofdirectassaultpursued by Elisee formoreindirect anddevious
tactics. Evenduringthedebatesof1815-16,hehadplayedacuriousrole. Asamember
of the reform commission he had finally voted with the majority favouring the
separation ofmedicineandsurgery. Butbeforedoingso,hesubmittedastrangereport
which argued foraunified system ofeducation forphysicians andsurgeons.59 Hedid,
however, implicitlycallintoquestionthefaculties' dominanceoverresearchandpublic
health activities by suggesting that a system ofacademies orcolleges be set up in each
department todirect theadvancement ofmedicallearning. Althoughhe waswilling to
forsake titles currently monopolized by public institutions (like "academy"), he
insisted (in keeping with his earlier plans for the Cercle Medical) that these societies,
made up ofall practitioners in an area, be given powers ofsurveillance anddiscipline
overmembers. Portal's subsequent actions make it evident that he saw his own Cercle
57Ibid., p. 167.
58 For the response ofhospital doctors see their pamphlet Observations des mntdecins del'H6tel Dieu de
Paris sur une reclamationfaite au nom de l'Ecole de Medecine . . ., 20 May 1818; signed by de Montaigu,
Asselin, M.A. Petit, Borie, Recamier, Geoffroy.
59 Opinion de M. Portal, op. cit., note 39 above.
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Medical under the leadership of the king's first physician as the foundation of a
Parisian society which would itself assume direction over provincial societies.
By 1818, it was common knowledge that the government planned to create some
kind ofAcademy ofMedicine.60 It was also widely known that A. A. Royer-Collard,
brotherofthepolitician, andclinical professorattheFaculty, hadworkedcloselywith
theministeroftheinterior, ElieDecazes, inpreparingaplanforanacademyofmedical
sciences. Thisplanwouldsubsequentlyserveasapointofreferenceforfunctionariesin
the ministry.
The Paris Faculty of Medicine had every reason to welcome a change given its
financial constraints. Between 1814 and 1817, allocations to the faculty declined from
111,000to 55,000francs,makingitimpossibletosupporttheactivitiesoftheSocietyof
the Faculty. The minister agreed to the dean's request for a subsidy of9,000 francs to
cover the Society's expenses for two years. Heemphasized, however, that "the faculty
ofmedicine should not count on the renewal ofthis subsidy; and I invite it to search
immediately for the means to meet, through its own resources, the expenses of the
society it has formed in its midst."6' Clearly, change in the status ofthe Society ofthe
Faculty was becoming inevitable.
It was Portal, however, who precipitated matters. The king's first physician
managed in 1819 to engineer a reconciliation between the Cercle Medical and the
Academic Society which had split apart nearly a decade before. Soon after, he
published theessayhehad submitted tothe reform commission of1815, callingforthe
creation of a system ofofficial medical societies. He then sent this essay to the king
alongwiththerequestthatthereunitedCercleMedicalbepermitted toassumethetitle
CercleRoyaldeMedecine. Thispetition, weshallsee,ledtothedecisiontoestablishthe
Academy of Medicine.
Severalinterpretations havebeenofferedforthegovernment's decision tocreatethe
Academy in 1820. According to one account, Louis XVIII was inspired by some
features of the proposals submitted by Elisee and Portal in 1815 and merely waited
until the passions aroused by the campaign against the faculty had abated before
implementing them.62 A more sophisticated analysis offered by Huard and Imbault-
Huart63 recognizes that the proposal to establish an academy had been around for
years. The government finally decided to act, according to this view, because the
political situation had badly deteriorated as a result of the complot de l'est
assassination of the Duc de Berry, and agitation against the electoral law. Its
difficulties with the intellectual bourgeoisie prompted the goyernment finally to settle
the issue ofthe Academy. While this interpretation is certainly plausible, there is no
evidencetosuggestthatanyoneconnectedwiththecreationoftheAcademylinkeditin
any way with the larger problem of the intellectual bourgeoisie. I would, therefore,
suggest a somewhat different line of argument.
60 There are two unsolicited proposals in the archives ofthe Ministry in F17 3680 and F17 2738. There is
also a letter from Duffour to the Ministry of 3 September 1818 in F17 3679.
61 The letter from the Ministry dated 4 February 1818 is in F17 6705.
62P. Hillemand and E. Gilbrin, 'Le Nre Elisee, premier chirurgien de Louis XVIII, et la creation de
l'Academie de Medecine', Bulletin de l'Academie Nationale de Medecine, 1981, 165: 23-26.
63 P. Huard and M.-J. Imbault-Huart, 'La premiere seance de l'Academie Royale de Medecine', Bulletin
de l'Academie Nationale de Medecine, 1971, 155: 414-423.
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The government in 1820 was interested inestablishing one or several academies for
exactly the same reasons that had prompted its initiatives in 1814. Its growing
involvementinhealthcarenecessitated acentralizedinstitutionthatcoulddevelopand
transmit the specialized knowledge required for effective action. Furthermore,
creatinganAcademywithmuch fanfareandpublicitycouldprovidelegitimationfora
government which badly needed legitimation by underlining the monarchy's
humanitarian commitment to the welfare ofits people and to the best features ofthe
ancien regime. There existed a virtual consensus about the need for some such sort of
institution. But, aswesaw, itsadvocatesweredividedintotwocamps. Thegovernment
might haveimposed acompromise before 1820except forthefactthattheproposal to
establish an Academy independent ofthe Faculty was swallowed up in the far more
radical campaign to separate surgery from medicine and dismantle the existing
institutional machinery. This was unthinkable even for the most conservative of
restoration ministrieswhichthoseof1815 to 1819mostdefinitelywerenot. After 1817,
however, the proposal for an autonomous academy became gradually disentangled
from the radical assault on the faculties. Presented in the most moderate fashion by
Portal, a man close to the royal court and with impeccable scientific credentials, the
plan attracted support in royalist political circles becoming increasingly hostile to the
education system. Thepersonnel oftheministryoftheinteriorand theParisFacultyof
Medicinewereobviouslyopposed tothissortofacademy. Buttheformer,confidentof
their ability to determine the outcome of events and desperate to put the public
health-research tasks of the faculty on a sounder financial footing, pressed ahead,
somewhat recklessly, one sees with the benefit of hindsight, for a resolution of the
stalemate. This allowed the government to impose a compromise.
The ministry's insistence on forging ahead at all costs was a virtual repeat of its
insistence on convening a reform commission in 1815, despite the dangers posed by
opponents ofthefaculty. (Indeed, the sameperson, LaffondeLadebat,playedamajor
role in defining policy in both cases.) In 1820, however, the ministry had an added
motive for precipitating events. Since 1817, it had been attempting to decide howbest
to react to the epidemic ofyellow fever raging across the border in Spain. The Paris
Faculty ofMedicine had been consulted in 1817, a commission was sent to Cadiz in
1819,andinNovember 1820, aboutonemonthbeforetheappearanceoftheordinance
establishing the Academy, the government appointed a Central Sanitary Commission
to elaborate appropriate sanitary legislation. The result was the passage of the
Sanitation Law of1822 and thecreation several months later ofa SuperiorCouncil of
Health to oversee the apparatus ofquarantine, disinfection, and cordonssanitaires.64
Consequently, the creation of the Academy must also be seen in the context of a
wide-ranging effort to cope with epidemics.
In March 1820-soonafter Decazes' liberalministryfell, tobereplacedbythemore
conservative Richelieu government-Portal petitioned the king asking that the word
64 On these matters see Ann E.F. La Berge, 'Public health in France and the French public health
movement 1815-48', PhD thesis, University of Tennessee, 1974, especially pp. 116-117; and George D.
Sussman, 'From yellow fever tocholera: astudy ofFrench governmentpolicy, medical professionalism and
popular movements in the epidemic crises of the Restoration and July Monarchy', PhD thesis, Yale
University, 1971.
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"Royal" be added to the name Cercle Medical.65 The king ordered Portal to address
himself to the minister of the interior, indicating that he himself was favourably
disposed to the request; or so it seemed to functionaries ofthe ministry ofthe interior
wholearned ofthepetitionimmediately. Within twodays, thetwoofficialsresponsible
for medical institutions, Baron Capelle and Laffon de Ladebat, prepared a report to
the minister66 firmly opposing Portal's request on the grounds that the Society ofthe
Facultywasalreadythegovernment's chiefadvisory bodyforallhealthmatters. Since
1815, moreover, the ministry had been developing a plan to establish a royal society.
Allowing the Cercle Medical to assume the title "Royal" might, they argued, nip this
initiative in the bud.
When Portal finally got around to sending his proposal to the Ministry of the
Interior67 hewasconciliatory. Hisletterspokeoftheneedforanacademicsocietywith
powers ofprofessional discipline and surveillance in addition to its responsibility over
public health and medical science. He suggested that a special commission be
appointedtodiscussthepossibility ofthemostappropriateformforsuchasociety. He
did insist, however, that the commission be broadly representative ofthe profession,
bringing together "the sometimes opposed interests and pretensions of the various
medical functions." Heproposed acommission ofeightmembers onwhichprofessors
were a minority.
Despite fears regarding Portal's intentions and influence at court,68 Baron Capelle
chose to utilize Portal's request in order to further his own plan for an academy of
medicine. On 27 April, heand Laffon de Ladebat submitted a report to the minister69
advising that the Cercle Medical should not be granted use of the term "royal".
Instead, they insisted on the need to establish a new institution. A slyeffort wasmade
to placate Portal by suggesting that the presidency of the body be conferred on the
king's firstphysician. Inordertoimplementtheirsuggestion, theauthorsproposedthe
nominationofacommissiontodiscusswhethertosatisfyPortal'srequestorestablisha
completely new academic society. Thecommission, it wasclaimed, was representative
enough "toprovideforandreconcileeveryoneintheFaculte du Roi, theParisFaculty
of Medicine, civil medicine and military medicine." However, of the nine members
suggested and soon afterappointed (underthechairmanship ofGeorges Cuvier), only
Portaland thecouncillor ofstate, deGerando, were notmembers ofthe Societyofthe
Paris Faculty ofMedicine.70
This flurry of activity was only the first round in an intense process of political
manoeuvering dominated, according to the Revue medicale, by intrigues, agitation,
65 Letter of 15 March 1820 in F17 3680.
66 Report of 17 March 1820 in F17 3680. Laffon de Ladebat was still chiefofthe Bureau de Secours. His
immediatesuperiorwas Baron Guillaume Capelle, secretary-general ofthe Ministry ofthe Interior. Capelle
had beenennobled byNapoleon after an administrative career under the Empire. He was in serious trouble
with the emperor for having surrendered Geneva in 1813 when he adhered to the Bourbons in 1814. He
became a councillor of state in 1816.
67 Letter of 5 April in F17 3679.
6 Seeespecially aremarkable letter from A.-A. Royer-Collard toCuvierfound in thedossier ofA. Portal
at the Academy of Sciences.
69 In F17 3680.
70 The members were Cuvier (president), de Gerando, Portal, Alibert, Le Roux, Chaussier, Richerand,
Royer-Collard, and Desgenettes.
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and "egoism beneath themask ofthe public weal".71 Portal soughtwithout success to
get a more representative commission.72 As a result ofhis failure, the commission's
report, completed inJuly 1820,73 faithfully reflected theview ofthe Faculty. Claiming
to have achieved unanimity on all majorpoints, the commission refused to accord the
title "royal" to either the Cercle Medical or the Society ofthe Faculty on the grounds
thatasuccessful academic societyneededto be "acreation ofthegovernment". Itthus
proposed the founding ofa Royal Academy ofMedical Sciences composed ofdistinct
sectionsofmedicine, surgery, andpharmacy. Thecommissionmadenoprovisionfora
permanentpresident,callinginsteadforanannualpresidencyrotatingamongthethree
sections. Thiswould leave Portalwith no base from which to assert leadership. It also
argued for a small academy with membership of 180 (not including correspondents
andadjuncts) onthegrounds thattheAcademy should notbearepresentativecollege,
butliketheacademiesoftheeighteenthcentury, aworkingcorps. Finally, itstipulated
that however nominations were to be effected, all faculty professors and all associates
and adjuncts of the Society of the Faculty were to be admitted as members.
Capelle transmitted the commission's report to the minister with his own warm
endorsement.74 Healso suggested aprocedure fornominations thathethoughtwould
protect the government against charges offavouritism. The king would name only a
portion ofthemembers, whowouldproceed toelecttheirremainingnumbers. Hewas,
however, very specific about those to be named: twenty-four professors ofthe Paris
Faculty, twenty members of the Society of the Faculty, six professors of the Paris
School ofPharmacy, two professors ofthe College de France (including Portal), and
four secretaries of authorized medical societies. Aside from placing the Academy
firmly in the hands of the Faculty, Capelle's list named Portal in his capacity as
professor (at the College de France) rather than as the king's first physician,
emphasizing that he was merely one member among equals.
Portal reacted with greatmoderation. In a letter to theminister, Simeon,75 hemade
only two specific suggestions: that several Academy-wide committees were needed to
bring together members from the different sections and, more significantly, that the
number of associates and adjuncts be greatly increased. In defence of this second
proposal, he argued that greater public interest in the Academy would thus be
stimulated and, above, all, that the institution needed to be representative ofParisian
practitioners "in order to extract from the academic societies ofParis a large segment
of their supporters; this would be the best method of extinguishing them without
directly abolishing them." Manifestly, Portal was still pursuing his dream ofa single
official society for the Paris region capable eventually of appropriating powers of
professional discipline and surveillance.
Portal's toneofmoderationmayhavereflectedself-confidence. Indeed, thepolitical
situation was evolving in his favour. After the assassination ofthe Duc de Berry, the
influence ofthe ultra-royalists grew apace, culminating in the formation ofthe Villele
ministryinDecember 1821. Hostility totheFacultyofMedicinewasincreasing aswell,
71 'Lettres medicales sur Paris', Revue medicale, 1821, 5: 328-330.
72 Letter of 8 May 1820 in F17 3680.
73 In F17 3680.
74 In F17 3680.
75 26 July 1820 in F17 3680.
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partly as a result ofthe general tendency to abandon the policy ofreconciliation with
the notables ofthe Empire andpartlydue towidespread studentdisturbancesdirected
against the electoral law. Matters would reach a head in 1822 when the government
closed down the Paris Faculty ofMedicine, re-opening it several months later minus
eleven professors who were dismissed from their posts and replaced.76 At the end of
1820, things hadnotyet deterioratedsodramatically. Butespeciallyafterthevictoryof
the ultra-royalists in the legislative elections held in November, a gesture repudiating
the faculty of medicine without really tipping the existing balance of institutional
power must have seemed attractive to many.
On 19 December 1820, the Faculty acknowledged Portal's growing influence by
recommending, subjecttoministerial approval, thatPortalbenamed asanassociateof
the Society of the Faculty.77 The next day a royal ordinance established the Royal
Academy of Medicine. Seven days later, the first members were appointed by the
king.78
The statement of introduction to the ordinance of 1820 essentially repeated the
rationales elaborated in all of the earlier recommendations for the creation of an
academy.Thelong-rangegoalwas"toperfecttheteachingofthehealingartand toend
the abuses introduced into the exercise ofits different branches" byestablishingunder
royal protection an institution charged with advancing medical science. The more
immediate task was to respond to questions from the government "concerning
everythingrelevanttopublichealth,"principallyepidemics, epizootics, legalmedicine,
the propagation of smallpox vaccination, and the examination and analysis of new
remediesandmineralwaters.79 Itwasalso toconcern itselfwith allresearchthatmight
contribute to the progress of medicine.
The ordinance called for an academy made up ofthree sections, medicine, surgery,
andpharmacy, ofunequalsize.80Thesewere tomeetregularly in separate sessions and
more infrequently in combined session. Members were divided into five hierarchical
categories, with decision-making powers concentrated in the ranks of the titulaires.
TheordinancedifferedinseveralrespectsfromtheproposalsubmittedbytheCuvier
commission and Baron Capelle. The new institution was to be called Academy of
"Medicine"ratherthan"Medical Sciences", moredirectlyemphasizingtheunification
of the medical professions within it. The king's first physician was designated
permanent honorary president. Most important, Portal had his way with respect to
size: the Academy was to be composed of 285 members (in addition to an
indeterminate number of corresponding and adjunct members) rather than the 180
recommended by Cuvier and Capelle (Table 1). The full significance of this figure
becomesmoreevidentifwe note that therewereonly 571 physicians and surgeons and
197 pharmacists officially registered in the Paris region in 1820.81 The huge
76 The most complete discussion ofthese events is Charles Odic, 'Lesevenements du 18 novembre 1822',
these en medecine,.Universite de Paris, 1921. Also see P. Menetrier, 'Le centenaire de la suppression de la
Faculte de Medecine de Paris', Bull. Soc. frangaise Hist. Med., 1922, 16: 441-445.
77 F17 2544.
78 The two ordinances are reprinted in Memoires de I' Academie Royale de Medecine, 1828, 1: 1-15.
79 Ibid., pp. 1-2.
80 Membership in the three sections was to be on a ratio of 3:2:1.
81 These figures were arrived at by counting the practitioners listed in the Almanach Royal ofthat year.
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TABLE 1. MEMBERSHIP OF THE ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
Commission proposal Ordinance
Titular members 80 85
Honorary members 20 60
Non-medical associates 20 30
Resident associates 40 80
Foreign associates 20 30
TOTAL 180 285
Correspondents and 70 Not
adjuncts determined
membership was due essentially to a decision to swell the ranks of the honorary
membersandassociates. Whilethiswouldbringa swarm ofParisianpractitioners into
the Academy, its practical effects were to be somewhat limited by the fact that neither
category was supposed to have decision-making powers over internal affairs.
The ordinance of27 December, nominating the firstcohort ofmembers (whichwas
toelectthe rest ofthemembership) also differed significantly from Capelle'sproposal
which would have given the faculty overwhelming predominance (Table 2).
ContemporariesbelievedthattheFacultynamedhalfthememberswhilePortalnamed
the other half. This seems a reasonable supposition given the results. Faculty
professors obtained twenty-one ofsixty-nine appointments, with another ninechosen
from among professors in the school ofpharmacy. No less than ten other appointees
were associated with the royal medical corps.
It is worth noting that at this stage political considerations do not seem to have
played adeterminate rolein the nominations. Ifa number ofwell-known monarchists
like Esquirol, Halle, and Alibert were appointed, so were figures identified with the
Empire and even liberal opponents ofthe monarchy like Broussais. The government
seems to have accepted choices made by the Faculty and by Portal according to other
than political criteria.
TABLE 2.TITULAR AND HONORARY MEMBERS
IN THE ACADEMY OF MEDICINE: INITIAL COHORT
Commission Ordinance
proposal Total Titular Honorary
Professors, medicine 24 21 16 5
Professors, pharmacy 6 9 6 3
Society of the Faculty 20 a a a
College de France 2 a a a
Medical societies 4 a a a
Faculte du Roi b 10 7 3
Doctors, civil hospitals b 9 5 4
Doctors, military hospitals b 6 4 2
Other b 14 6 8
TOTAL 56 69 44 25
(a) Memberswere notidentifiedbythese institutional affiliations. Wedoknow,however, that somedid fit
into these categories in addition to their primary identification.
(b) No special mention is made of these categories.
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While clearly a slap in the face for the Faculty, this initial selection allowed it to
retain significant influence. As the Revuemedicalrecognized, only the forty-four men
named as titular members were to elect the remaining members. Professors in the
Faculty of Medicine and School of Pharmacy constituted exactly one-half of these
forty-four titulaires. Another six titular members, moreover, were associates or
adjuncts of the Society of the Faculty. Subsequent nominations, however, greatly
diluted the Faculty's influence. Honorary members (and forty more were elected in
1823)soonachievedparitywiththetitulairesand, in 1835,residentassociatestatuswas
eliminated allowing the seventy-three current associates to become full members. A
membership ofnearly 200madeitdifficult for Facultyprofessors to assert leadership,
especially in view of the fact that the Academy's two chief officers, the permanent
president and secretary (Portaland EtiennePariset, respectively) werenotmembersof
the Faculty.
This situation was temporary, since the ministry soon decided that the Academy's
operational problems were due, at least in part, to excessive size; consequently, it
replaced very few ofthe members who died. In 1829, the government formalized this
practiceinamajorreorganization oftheAcademy.Amongotherthings,itwasdecided
to fill onlyoneineverythreevacancies untilmembershipfell to 100,82afigurereached
onlyduring the Second Empire. Over thelong run, nonetheless, thegradual shrinking
oftheAcademy togetherwiththegrowth oftheParis FacultyofMedicine allowedthe
latter slowly to regain control of the former. By 1914, forty-one per cent of the
academicians taught at the Faculty with another eight per cent at the School of
Pharmacy.83 Four ofthe five menwho served as permanent secretary oftheAcademy
from 1873 to 1944wereprofessors attheFacultyofMedicine.84 BytheThirdRepublic,
therefore, the Ministry of the Interior had apparently achieved its initial goal; the
Academy of Medicine was, in effect, an extension ofthe Paris Faculty of Medicine.
CONCLUSION
What is perhaps most striking about the institutional history of French medicine
from the eighteenth century on is the role ofthe state in creating a medical elite, and
indeed, establishing a medical profession in the modem mode. Sociologies of the
profession based on the histories ofEngland and United States (when history is taken
into account) have neglected the state's role and are thus largely irrelevant to the
history ofthe professions throughout much ofcontinental Europe.85 They have also
82 Evenmoreimportantwasthedecision toabolish thethreesectionsofmedicine, surgery, and pharmacy
and to create eleven much smaller and far less autonomous sections based on disciplinary division.
83 More generally, the Academy was taken over by a medical public service elite. In 1832, 81 out of 194
academicians were listed in the Almanach Officiel without any title other than practitioner ofmedicine,
surgery, etc. In 1913, only three out of 108 members were described only as practitioners.
84These were J. B&clard (1873-87), S. Jaccound (1900-13), G. Debove (1913-20), and C. Achard
(1920 44). The office of permanent president was eliminated after Portal's death in 1832, leaving the
permanent secretary as the dominant figure in the Academy.
85 A similar conclusion has been reached by Gerald Geison in his introduction to G. L. Geison (editor),
Professions and the French state, 1700-1900 Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania Press, 1984. The
problem, I would emphasize, is primarily at the theoretical level. Detailed historical studies, even by
sociologists, cannot fail to recognize the importance ofpolitics and professional stratification. But their
discussions do not really fit in with the theoretical orientations they borrow from writers like Freidson,
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tendedtoignoreinternal stratificationandconflict,whichhasnotbeenaby-productof
theprofessionalization process, butrather, oneofitscentralfeatures. Tobesure, some
complicity among all parties in such conflicts has often existed. None ofthe actors in
our story, for instance, questioned the politico-administrative role ofa medical elite.
Still, the outcome ofdisagreements has on occasion profoundly shaped the evolution
of French medicine. The question of separating or unifying medicine and surgery
involved fundamental definitions of the medical domain that were hardly trivial.
Creating an academy ofmedicine ultimately consolidated the existence ofa national
elite far more powerful and homogeneous than those found in many other nations.
The fact that the Restoration chose to perfect, extend and make more tractable a
system of medical authority that was in many respects still unenforceable, also
inaugurated a style ofinternecine professional conflict thatcontinues to mark French
medicine. For nearly 200 years, almost any issue of education, administration, or
regulation hashadthepotential offlaringupinto abattle formedicaldominance. The
current struggle to transform hospitals by creating American-style departments with
elected heads is only its most recent manifestation. Now, as in the past, rival coteries
within the medical domain seek allies within the political classes. Now, as in the past,
the cards are firmly stacked in favour of those who seek to maintain rather than
transform existing power relations.
Johnson, and Larson. My own response to theoretical gaps of this nature has been to make the medical
"domain" (see note 2) rather than the "profession" the basic unit ofanalysis. For another response to the
inadequacy of "professionalization" theory see Jan Goldstein, 'Foucault among the sociologists: the
"disciplines" and the history ofprofessions', History and Theory, 1984, 2: 170-192.
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